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Running this tool scans the hard drive and attempts to recover bad sectors. It can solve any type of corruption errors and removes redundant data with effective linking between the database elements. Get the best deal now! Check price Visit website Unlike most of the other entries on our list that are targeted specifically to just one category of files,
Hetman File Repair was created to solve issues with JPEG, TIFF, PSD, ZIP files. As for ZIP files, you can repair them without any special applications installed. Stellar Repair for Access Software is a secure application for repairing corrupt MS Access (.mdb, .accdb) files. Use the CHKDSK command. Corrupted files can be a big problem, especially if
one of those files is your work or school project. How can I prevent damage when a file is corrupted? The software has a free version that includes the basic PC cleaning and optimization tools, as well as a premium version that has additional benefits such as an app updater and anti-tracking feature. In addition to file repair, this tool allows you to
extract files and repair spanned Zip files. It's worth a try if the check disk tool failed. Having access to useful software can make a huge difference in the way you’ll be able of identifying and resolving issues on your PC, and Stellar has some amazing products to offer: ➡ Stellar Repair for Outlook In case you didn’t know Outlook files are also stored
locally on your hard drive so that you can read and compose messages when your Internet connection is down. Sometimes system recovery doesn’t go well, leaving you with damaged files, but there are ways to recover corrupted files after recovery. To fix a RAR file, you just need to select the damaged file and follow the instruction wizard. We
recommend installing Restoro, a tool that will scan your machine and identify what the fault is. ➡ Stellar Toolkit for File Repair This is another tool for file repair, and using this tool you can repair Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and ZIP files. For example, open a corrupted Word document with a PDF app to launch a file-conversion utility. Lastly, you can
use this tool to fix corrupted .mp3 and .wav files as well. The tool has some limitations, and it can’t repair password-protected files, so keep that in mind. In other cases, multiple files are allocated to the same space in memory, triggering a corrupted file error. 504 Start a conversation Stellar Repair for Access works by scanning for corrupt Access
files and then saves them at default or a user-specified location. A log of all repairs is saved if you ever need it for future references. The tool can also help if the RAR file header is corrupted or if the RAR archive is improperly compressed. A sector with physical damage is known as a bad sector. As we already mentioned, this is a freeware application,
so you can download it and use it without any limitations completely free. Use file repair software. Fix PC issues and remove viruses now in 3 easy steps: Download Restoro PC Repair Tool that comes with Patented Technologies (patent available here). Easily fix and restore any file on your PC that became corrupted with this amazing toolkit! Recoverit
is yet another interesting entry on our list primarily because it not only handles file repairs, it can also perform the recovery process that usually precedes the repairs. Click Repair All to fix issues affecting your computer's security and performance Restoro has been downloaded by 0 readers this month. Often, a file conversion alone repairs a corrupt
file. As far as recovery goes, you can use this tool to get back Macros, Modules, and Relational Databases. The software recovers Access database objects including tables, queries, forms, reports, linked tables, calculated data types, etc. We have to mention that this isn’t a free application, but you can download and use the evaluation version free of
charge. This application can scan your whole PC and detect corrupt files. This will ensure that absolutely no issue goes unremarked, and after the process completes, you can choose which of the files will be modified and/or replaced. With its ability to restore from pretty much any type of media, and its support for over 1000 file formats, Recoverit is
indeed a top contender on the file repair market. This article covers:Topics: corrupt filedata recoveryFix corrupt files Was this page helpful? The most common scenario to use Hetman File Repair is right after a data recovery session when many files have a tendency to come back damaged or incomplete. ⇒ Get File Repair Unlike the previous entry on
our list, PowerPoint Repair Toolbox will repair only damaged PowerPoint files. Expert Tip: Some PC issues are hard to tackle, especially when it comes to corrupted repositories or missing Windows files. After that, set the filename that you want to use for the repaired file and start the repair process. Repairing files is simple, and you just need to
select the archive that you want to repair. The application has a simple user interface so it will be perfect for basic users. The premium version of the software also includes a driver updater that can automatically detect any new driver releases for your hardware and install them to your machine. There are both free and paid tools, such as Hetman,
Repair Toolbox, or FileRepair. Reading this list will provide you with the best applications available that will ensure a smooth operation of your PC, no matter if it’s an older model or some of the latest gaming rigs. The top solution to fix corrupted files in our list comes from Stellar and it's dedicated to Outlook. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why!
Corrupted files can lead to system errors, so you need to use the best file repair software. FAQ Is a corrupted file a virus? ⇒ Get DiskInternals ZIP Repair Besides ZIP files many users use RAR files to create file archives. ⇒ Get Cimeware OfficeFix If you can’t open a .zip archive due to corruption, you might want to consider the Zip Repair tool. This is
the command version of the tool we looked at above. Use backup software to keep your important files backed up at all times. It doesn’t matter what and how many elements the presentation has, be it Tables, Headers and Footer, Charts, WordArt objects, and more, Stellar Repair for PowerPoint recovers them all. Patrick Lindenberg / Unsplash There
are a number of reasons files can get corrupted. According to the developers, this tool can fix problems with data corruption on Windows 7 and newer operating systems. According to the developer, this tool can repair Access, Excel, Word, and Outlook files. XINSTALL BY CLICKING THE DOWNLOAD FILE To fix various PC problems, we recommend
Restoro PC Repair Tool: This software will repair common computer errors, protect you from file loss, malware, hardware failure and optimize your PC for maximum performance. In addition, File Repair can also help if the file is not in a recognizable format or if the application can’t open that type of file. We have to mention that this tool comes with a
slightly outdated interface which can be a flaw for some users. Your PowerPoint presentations will now be fully restored and functional after you use this handy tool! ➡ Stellar Repair for Access Stellar Repair for Access is a complete tool for the repair and recovery of your Access databases. RAR files can also become corrupted, and in order to repair a
corrupted RAR file, you might need a tool such as Recovery Toolbox for RAR. The tool can recover text, objects, and other items stored in any PowerPoint file while keeping the structure of the input file unchanged. ⇒ Get Zip Repair Zip files are extremely useful if you want to transfer multiple files at once, but if your ZIP archive is corrupted, you can
repair it by using this tool. In addition, this application can fix problems caused by network sharing or application errors. One common reason is that the sector on the hard disk where the file is stored had physical damage. Click Start Scan to find Windows issues that could be causing PC problems. Try these fixes to see if you can get to the bottom of
your corrupt file error. The developer claims that File Repair can help repair problems caused by unexpected power failure, network interruption or virus infection. You don't have native tools to repair corrupted files in Windows 10 but the ones from our list will help you. After the sectors are repaired, reopen your file again to see if it's no longer
corrupted. The updated databases for system registry files for any Windows PC make Restoro one of the best options, while also providing you with constant feedback and automation. PowerPoint Repair Toolbox is available as a free demo, but if you want to continue using it, you’ll need to get a license. According to the developer, this application can
help you fix a number of problems with corrupted files, such as the inability to read or access the file. Team this strategy with a top-notch backup service where you can retrieve any file that is corrupted, and you can usually avoid corrupted files. We have to mention that media files and images from .ppt files will be saved separately on your hard
drive, therefore you’ll need to add them to the presentation again. This tool repairs severely corrupt and encrypted PST files and recovers deleted emails, attachments, notes, journals, tasks, contacts, and calendars. We have to mention that sometimes your files can’t be repaired, so you should keep that in mind before trying any of these tools. It also
includes a registry cleaner that can detect problems with your DLL files, file extensions, and more. In addition to being simple to use, this application is also free, so you can use it without any restrictions. In addition, these tools are helpful if you’re getting a CRC check failure message due to file corruption. This command aims to find and repair
corrupt Windows system files. In order for this tool to work, you need to have PowerPoint installed on your PC. Since file corruption can happen on any file and for many reasons, it's important to make regular backups of your files. In fact, it can also handle data that was previously on lost partitions, and you can even recover data even if the PC
doesn’t boot, or if it constantly crashes. With no more structural errors associated with them, these files can now finally be viewed and edited at will. The tool will allow you to preview your files before you restore them which is always a useful option to have. With just a few clicks of the mouse your PC will start working like new, so don’t hesitate to
give this app a try. This can significantly increase overall PC performance. We also have a software that can recover over 1,000 file formats. After selecting the type of file you want to repair, simply locate it on your hard drive and start the repair process. Power outages can corrupt files, so adding a battery-powered uninterrupted power supply (UPS)
to your home or office setup protects your hardware from damage and files from corruption. There are many great PC repair software that can repair files, and some of the applications are available for free. According to the developer, this application will repair CRC errors in a .zip file thus allowing you to extract the archive. This is a simple tool and
it will allow you to repair corrupted Zip files with ease. This way, if a file is corrupted, you can recover it from the backup. Click here to download and start repairing. Regarding compatibility, this tool should work on all versions of Windows, including Windows 10. Change the file format. After the scan is complete, the tool will extract partially
damaged and restored files. When you start Stellar Toolkit for File Repair for the first time you’ll be asked to choose what type of file you wish to repair. If you are having troubles fixing an error, your system may be partially broken. Lastly, you can also perform a batch Zip repair and repair multiple .zip files at the same time. The files are recovered in
a lossless manner, so you don’t need to worry about their integrity. File Repair can repair corrupted Word, Excel, Zip, or RAR files. In addition, the tool offers a simple user interface, so you’ll be able to repair your files quickly and with ease. Use this versatile tool to recover from your PC even if it doesn’t boot, or if it constantly crashes. Use this
professional tool to repair and restore Access databases without losing any data. Simply select the damaged file and choose the save location for the new file. If you encounter one of these messages, here are some ways to fix the problem. Ensure that all your Access files will be working perfectly with this great tool from Stellar. Perform a check disk
on the hard drive. We also have to mention that developer has many other different tools for file repair on the website, so if you have problems with any other file type, you might want to consider one of those tools. These can get corrupted too, and no better tool can repair Outlook PST files than Stellar Repair for Outlook. It is also important to note
that CCleaner includes startup optimization features that disable unnecessary apps that run in the background. Besides being able to deal with any sort of issues your PC might have now, this program also acts as a preventive measure. What are the best free file repair software options? Many different tools can help you in these types of situations,
and today we’re going to show you some of the best tools to repair files on Windows 10. CCleaner can help you optimize your browser by detecting and allowing you to remove unnecessary junk files. Zip archives are prone to corruption, and if a minor corruption occurs you won’t be able to extract your files. It is a popular optimization utility due to
the fact that it provides a powerful set of features while being very easy to use. We already wrote about the best software to repair ZIP files, so you might want to check them out. This isn’t a free application, but you can download and try the free demo without any restrictions. ⇒ Get Recovery Toolbox for RAR As you can see, there are many different
tools that you can use to repair your files, and depending on the type of file that you want to repair you might have to use different tools. For example, it highlights the deleted emails, with the option to filter items while saving the repaired PST. Use the SFC /scannow command. ⇒ Get PowerPoint Repair Toolbox This is another tool for file repair
designed to fix problems with Office files. How can I choose the best file repair software? Additionally, you can also preview the damaged files before actually repairing them, just so that you know the result before you do irreparable changes. Once the messages are recovered, you get an enhanced preview of all recoverable Outlook mailbox items. We
have to mention that this tool can work with files up to 4GB. The application also supports image files such as JPEG, GIF, TIFF, BMP, PNG and RAW, PDF files, corrupted Access database files, and PowerPoint files. More so, the repaired file can be saved in multiple formats such as PST, MSG, EML, RTF, HTML, and PDF All of your Outlook files will be
completely recovered if your use this dedicated tool from Stellar! ➡ Stellar Repair for PowerPoint If you want to repair corrupt Microsoft PowerPoint (.ppt/.pptx/.pptm) files and recover all PowerPoint data, then few programs can compare to Stellar Repair for PowerPoint. If you're desperate to fix the file and recover your information, try a file repair
utility. Restoro is one of the most amazing applications for your PC when it comes to recovering and fixing a variety of issues caused by corrupted systems and duplicated files. CCleaner is a reliable tool that contributes to improving overall PC performance. Do you want to recover the contents of this document?" These errors occur when you doubleclick the file to open it, or when you attempt to open it from within an application. ⇒ Get Hetman File Repair File Repair is a simple and freeware tool that can repair your corrupted files. Try Digital Video Repair for corrupt video files, Zip Repair for corrupt ZIP files, or OfficeFIX to repair Microsoft Office files. This is because ZIP archives check the
CRC values of the original files and if any type of corruption occurs the CRC value will change thus making you unable to extract your files. The UI is simple and guided by a wizard setup, so no experience with similar software is required. When this occurs, you'll see an error that says something like, "The file is corrupt and cannot be opened," or "The
file or directory is corrupted and unreadable." Another message that you'll see is, "Word found unreadable content in [filename]. We’ve made sure to include a variety of software options, with multiple apps that offer paid services, others that offer a free trial, and others that are free. Ensure that no BSOD or other system issues will affect your PC by
using this amazing software today! CCleaner is another good choice to fix corrupt files on your Windows PC. Zip Repair is a decent application, but it has an outdated interface that some users might not like. Lastly, the application can help if you have a problem with low system resources and memory errors. This file repair tool can also bypass
password-protected ZIP files, so you’ll be able to repair them even if they are protected. Depending on the file type, you need to use specialized software for that purpose. Corrupted files can occur on any file type, including Word, Excel, PDF, image files, and Windows system files. DiskInternals ZIP Repair is a simple tool that will repair all your
corrupted zip files without any problems. This is a decent tool if you wish to recover your Office files, but the application seems a bit outdated, and if that’s a problem for you, you might want to consider a different tool. According to the developer, this tool can help you if the RAR archive is in an unknown format or damaged. The application will scan
the corrupted file and try to extract data from it to a new file. We have to mention that in order to repair Office files you have to have the appropriate Office tool installed. File Repair offers a wide array of features and a large number of supported file formats. These fixes apply to all editions of Windows 10, Windows 8, and Windows 7, including 32-bit
and 64-bit versions. Use a free file converter app, or open the file with any application that automatically converts from other file formats. A corrupt file can be repaired only about half the time. Regarding file recovery, you can repair one or multiple files. Viruses that erroneously mark hard drive sectors as bad can also lead to files getting corrupted.
The tool can repair file headers and rebuild the internal structures of many types of files. That being said, a good repair tool for Windows will always provide you with the following elements: Capability to repair system files Can recover deleted items High quality for the recovered files Picking the best tool isn’t a simple task, but hopefully, one of
these applications will be able to help you. Files are stored in memory in a cluster, and sometimes a bug in the operating system, or a computer crash, may lead to two files getting assigned to the same cluster. The tool is available as a free demo, but if you want to continue using this tool, you’ll need to purchase a license. Corrupt file errors can be
unpredictable and can happen when least expected. The tool comes with a simple user interface, and as soon as you start the tool you need to choose what type of file you wish to recover. More so, it also retrieves password-protected forms and modules. Regarding the supported file formats, this application works with a wide range of formats. The
program works by scanning your device as soon as you install it and run it on your system. The application supports Zip64 format and it can work with archives that are larger than 2GB. We have to mention that this tool supports three different repair levels and it should restore your files without any modifications. Once the scan is complete, it
displays a list of everything found and users have the possibility to select which files they want to be removed and which they want to keep. Once you are back online, Outlook will send all pending messages and update the inbox with new entires.
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